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Emperor Shun was making this recital in 2230 BC, in the 23rd
century BC. Moses didn't write Genesis until sometime in the
15th century BC! These two cultures (Chinese & Hebrew) had
no connection to one another. Moses did not learn the
Chinese language and turn it into a story about creation.
Neither did Shun possess a copy of the Genesis record, for it
hadn't been written yet...there is a certain link between the
pre-Babel record of Genesis and the same information as seen
in the etymology of the Chinese language (Stewart).

If the Chinese did not copy from Moses, and the inspired
Moses certainly did not copy from the Chinese, how can all
these obvious similarities be explained? After the flood (c. 2350
B.C.), the righteous sons of Noah and their families repopulated
the earth. Asians are likely descendants of Shem, based on what
the Bible reveals in passages like Genesis 10, which has been
called the “Table of Nations.” After the dispersion at the Tower
of Babel, it seems that Japheth and his descendants went west
and north, Ham and his family went south and southwest, and
Shem and his family generally went east (see below).
The people of the world became divided, and spoke
different languages (Genesis 11:1-9). It seems that some
descendants of Shem eventually migrated all the way to what
This then is the message which we have heard of him, and declare unto you... (1 John 1:5).
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and his family went south and southwest, and Shem and his family generally went east
(see below).
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Only the youngest son...heeded the messenger. He constructed a wooden
boat to
prepare for the coming flood. When the waters arrived, he entered his boat, and
was saved. After the waters began to recede, the boat landed on the mountains of
Tibet, where he had three sons who repopulated the Earth (Butt and Lyons).

Traditions similar to [the Genesis record, JPH] are found among nearly all the
nations and tribes of the human race. And this is as one would expect it to be. If that
awful world catastrophe, as described in the Bible, actually happened, the existence
of the Flood traditions among the widely separated and primitive people of the
Flood traditions among the widely separated and primitive people is just what is
tobe expected. It is only natural that the memory of such an event was rehearsed in
the ears of the children of the survivors again and again, and possibly made the

basis of some religious observances (Rehwinkel).

The facts in legends like the Chinese legend above are not always accurate in
every way when compared with Genesis, but it is understandable that details in the
verbal accounts probably became distorted over time through oral transmission.
Nevertheless, there are too many similarities in such accounts and in the Chinese
language itself to be coincidental. There are also other clues within the Chinese
language that shed light on how this knowledge came to be preserved.
(Two graphics and their respective information were removed because of space limitations. Please
see the original at the website provided for these deletions. -CRA)

It is clear that the Chinese language has helped to preserve truths about critical
historical and spiritual facts for thousands of years. Many who know the Chinese
language have reportedly been converted to Christianity after becoming aware of
this information (Stewart). That is because all of this is more undeniable evidence
that the amazing events recorded in the Bible actually happened!
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